 LIFESTYLE ACCESSORIES

Personalized accessories enhance the
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
GP Sandy, A Division of GP Strategies™ offers
a wide range of lifestyle accessory options. Here
are a few samples:

Off-Road KITS
Echoing the adventurous spirit of buyers of
an admired and high-end SUV brand, we
engineered two fashionable kits that fit perfectly
into the vehicle’s rear wells. These lifestylethemed kits contain almost everything for
weekend survivalists and outdoor enthusiasts
to keep them prepared for any situation.

Cargo Organizer
Whether grocery shopping or heading to the ballgame, this cargo
organizer is sure to keep everything in the right place. Constructed of
durable 1200D polyester with reinforced walls for stability, this organizer
can really stand up to the test. And with ABS plastic sliders on the bottom,
you can carry loads up to 200 lbs. The organizer also includes three interior
compartments with removable separators for additional utility. Additional
end pockets and mesh side compartments provide convenient storage.

Adventure Kit
The Adventure Kit contains two walkietalkies that operate within a seven-mile range,
binoculars, wind-resistant lighter, waterproof
flashlight, compass and Staun tire deflators.

Emergency/Tool Kit
The Emergency/Tool
Kit contains a first aid
kit, Maglite flashlight,
heavy-duty tire pressure
gauge and Leatherman
Wave multi-tool.

Vehicle Detailing Kit
We created an innovative cleaning
accessory that owners can use to keep
their vehicle clean and ready for the next
road trip. We started with a 3-1/2
gallon wash bucket fitted with an
air-compressed lid. A patented skirt
design holds cleaning supplies and
glazes. Owners can use the bucket as a
seat to keep them comfortable during low-to-the-ground detailing
tasks. The deep-pocketed apron keeps supplies within easy reach.
The rugged design and prominent logo reinforce your brand, while our
intelligent design helps reinforce pride in ownership.
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